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ABSTRACT 
Our main result is a list of characterizations of *orthant-monotonic norms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note the symbol K represents either the real number field or the 
complex number field. We denote by E the vector space K”, which is 
endowed with the standard inner product (x, y) := y*x ( y* is the conjugate 
transpose of y). F or x = (xi> E E, 1 xl, Re( x), and Im x are the vectors with 
coordinates 1 xi\, Re xi, and Im x,, respectively. For real vectors x < y is the 
coordinatewise inequality. 
A norm on E is a functional p : E + R satisfying the properties: (1) 
p(x) > 0, with equality iff x = 0; (2) p( Ax) = hp( x) for all real positive A; 
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(3) p(x + y> < p(x) + p(y). The p-unit hall {x : p(r) < 1) will be denoted 
by B,. The dual of p is the norm pD : E + [w given by p D(u> := 
sup(Re(u*x) : x E BJ. Obviously a norm p and its dual satisfy the general- 
ized Hijlder inequality 
Re(v*tJ) < p(u)p”(u), (1.1) 
for all vectors ZL and V. We say that u i.s p-dual to u, and we write uII,,u, 
whenever equality holds in (1.1). Clearly ullpu iff u is p”-dual to u. 
The subdifir~ntinl of p at u (cf. [ll]) is the following subset of E: 
ap( u) := {u : p( x) - p(u) > Re(u*r - u*u) for all x E E) . 
Subdifferentials are intimately related to duality. For example, it is easy to 
prove that if 1~ + 0 then 
Q(u) = {u : UII ;I~ and p”(u) = l}. (1.2) 
Therefore, if p(u) = pa(u) = 1, 
over r3p”(O) = B,. 
we have u E ap(r~) iff ZL E rip”(u). More- 
REMARK 1.1. Assume K = C. Even in this case the concepts of convex- 
ity and duality are mainly concerned with the underlying real vector space 
structure of E. As a matter of fact we may identify each x E @” with the 
2n-real tuple (Rex, Imx). Then the functional (N, y) H Re(y*x) is the 
standard inner product of R2”. Therefore the dual norm ancl the .suhdifferen- 
tial of p coincide with the corresponding concepts over [W”’ (cf. [3,4]). 
It is also useftd to keep in mind that the theo y of separation (If convex 
sets in @” has as basic concept that of real half space. A real half space is a 
set of the form H(w, a> := = {x E E : Re(w*x) < a}, where w is a nonzero 
vector and (Y E R. 
Taking the above remark into account, we have that [l, 111 dp(u) is a 
nonempty, convex, and compact set. LVe shall also use the following continu- 
ity and compactness properties of dp <cf. pp. 233, 237 of [ll]): 
PKOl'OSITION 1.2. Zf two sequences of E, say (uL) and (u,), converge to 
u and u respectively, and uk E dp(uk) f or all k, then u E dp(u). Moreover, 
if L is a compact subset (If E, then dp(L) = U{dp(x): x E L} is also 
compact. 
A norm p is called monotonic if p(u) 5 p(u) for all vectors u, u such that 
JuI 5 IuJ. Monotonic norms were introduced in [2] and have been extensively 
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studied in the literature (e.g. [2-5, 7, 8, 12-141). A more general definition 
was given in [3, 41. Namely, a norm r) on [w” is said to be orthnnt-)nonotonic 
if p(u) 5 p(u) h w ene\‘er 1~ 5 Iuj and uiy 2 0 for i = l;.., n. This defini- 
tion was then extended to norms on C” using the canonical identification of 
C” with [w’” (cf. Remark 1.1). 
In Section 3 we discuss the concept of *ortharzt-r,lonotonic norms (called 
“monotone norms” in [S]). If M = 1w, *ortluznt monotonicity coincides with 
orthant monotonicity. However these two concepts are different in case 
06 = @. Our main result is a list of characterizations of *orthant-monotonic 
norms, given in Theorem 3.2. This result is new for K = C. For K = [w it 
contains all characterizations of orthant-monotonic norms of [3], and gives 
some additional ones. Our proofs are unified in the sense that the real and 
the complex cases are covered simultaneously. 
2. G-MONOTONIC NORMS 
Let us fix once and for all a subspace G of E = K”. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the norm p on E is G-monotonic if 
P(X) 5 fj(s + y) for all x E G and !I E GL . 
To the norm p we associate two function&, rj” : G + iw and pT : G + iw, 
given by p’(x) := = P(X) and p”(r) := inf{ p( x + !I) : !j E G ‘} for x E G. 
Obviously, r-’ r and pm are norms on G; they are called respectively the 
restriction and the projection of p (on G). Clearly ~1~ 5 pr. 
For completeness we give a short proof of the following useful result on 
duality that essentially appears in several places under different formulations 
(e.g. [lo, p. 28; 91). 
Pmof. Clearly, for IL E G, 
with sup extended to .T + 0 and z f 0. This proves the first identity of (2.1). 
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The second identity of (2.1) f o 11 ows from the first one applied to the dual of 
p. The inequality pW 5 p’ implies pmD 2 pru. Therefore p Dr 2 p’“. n 
PR~IYEITION 2.3. For euch u E G, the folloukzg are equivalent: 
(a) p(u)jp(u+y)fiv-anyyEG’. 
(b) There exists a nonzev-o u E G such that uJl,,u. 
Proof. If (a) holds, th en pr(u) = p”(u). By (2.1) we have p(u) = 
P nDU(u) = p nrD(u) = sup{Re(u*u): u E G, pD(u> = 1). The supremuwl is 
uttained for some u, so (h) holds. 
Conversely, if (b) is true, we have, for any UJ I G, p(u)pD(u) = 
Re(v*u) = Re[u*(fL + u;)] 5 p(u + ~)p~(u). Therefore p(u) 5 p(u + u;), 
because u # 0. n 
The following characterizations are trivial consequences of the above 
results. We omit the proof. 
PROPUSITION 2.4. The f 11 0 owing statewlents are equizjalent : 
(a) p is G-monotonic; 
6) p D is G-vnonotonic; 
(C) p’ = p”; 
(d) prD = pU’; 
(e) for any u E G there exists a nonzero u E G dzich is p-dual to u. n 
By the way, in connection with Proposition 2.3, we recall the following 
deep, well-known result of Krein, Krasnosel’ski, and Milman [6]: ifp is an 
even norm [i.e., p(-r) = p(x) for all x] and if G and S are subspaces such 
that dimwG > dimw S, then there exists a nonzero u in G such that p(u) 5 
p(u + y), for all y in S. Some applications and historical notes on this 
theorem may be found in [lo, pp. 11, 12, 371. An immediate consequence of 
this result is the following 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Zf p is an even norm and dim. G > n/2, there exists 
a nonzero u in G satisfying properties (a> ancl (b) of Proposition 2.3. H 
Of course the condition “p is even” cannot be dropped from the above 
statement. The same is true about the condition dimw G > n/2, as we show 
with the following class of examples. Let p : Cn -+ R be the norm p(x) := 
llMscll, where II * II is the standard euclidean norm and M is a fixed n-square, 
nonsingular, complex matrix. Let G := @” X 0 c c”, 1 5 d 5 n. Identify G 
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with C”. There exists a unitary matrix U 




0 1 R ’ 
where Q is cl X cl. For x E Cc” and y E UZ”-” we have 
p ; = (IIQxll” + IlNx + Ry112)1’2. 
i 1 
Therefore, the restriction and the projection of p on G are given by 
p’(x) = (llQxll* + IINxll”)“’ and p*(x) = IIQxII. Let (or 2 ..* 2 a,, 2 0 
be the singular values of NQ- ’ . It is easily seen that, for any x E G, 
p’(x) 2 py x)[l + u//y*. (2.2) 
Moreover, we have equahty in (2.2) for some nonzero u E G. If dima: G > 
n/2 then I+ = 0, and we have p”(u) = p’(u) (Proposition 2.5 generalizes 
this fact). However, if dim@ G 5 r2/2 and rank N = rl, then a,l > 0 and 
there is no u # 0 such that p”(u) = p’(u). 
3. *ORTHANT-MONOTONIC NORMS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Any wbspace of E -generated by a subset of the 
canonical basis of E is called a coordinate suhspnce of’ E. We say that a norm 
p on E is *orthant-monotonic whenever p is H-monotonic for every 
coordinate subspace H. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any norm p on E = K” the following conditions are 
eyuivalent (below, i runs over (1;.., n}): 
(a> p is *orthant-monotonic. 
6) p D is *orthant-monotonic. 
(c) p(r) s p(x + y) for x and y satisfying x, yi = 0. 
(d) p(u) 5 p(u) f or any u and u such that IuJ 5 1111 und U,q >, 0. 
(e) For any coordinate subsppace H, p’” = p Dr, where p’ is the resttic- 
tion of p to H. 
(f) For any unitary diagonal matrix A over 06 (AA* = 1) the functional 
pA(x) := p(Alxl> is a norm. 
(g) For any u f 0 there exists u # 0 such that uIII,u and vi = 0 if 
ui = 0. 
(h) For any u and u, uIII’u implies Re(Ciui> >= 0. 
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(i) For any u f 0, there exists u # 0 ,such that uIII,u, and Re(C,u,) > 0 
if y + 0. 
(j) For any u # 0, there exists u # 0 such that ullpu, Re(Eiu,) 2 0, cd 
u, = 0 if ui = 0. 
(k) For any u # 0, there exist.s u f 0 .such that uII1,u and Re(biu,) 2 0. 
REMAKK 3.3 
(1) Let (*) be any one of the statements (a)-(k) above. Denote by (.)‘I 
statement (.> applied to p”. For example, (a)” = (b). By Proposition 2.4, (a) 
and (a)” are obviously equivalent. Therefore we may extended the list (a)-(k) 
of equivalent statements by adding their duals (.>“. To obtain (g)“-(k>D we 
only have to substitute uIII,u for uIII,u. 
(2) For K = [w, Theorem 3.2 gives a list of characterizations of orthant- 
monotonic norms, containing the characterizations of [3]. Namely, in the real 
case, (d) is taken by [3] as the defining property of orthant-monotonic norms, 
and (b), (e), (f), and (11) are explicitly given there. A variant of(c) is adopted 
by [5] as the definition of “monotone” norms. Systems of “consistent mono- 
tone norms” are characterized in [5] in terms of induced norms of matrices 
and principal submatrices. This idea is systematically explored in [12]. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a), (b), (c), (e), and (g) follows by Definition 
3.1 and the results of Section 2. 
(b) * (i): Given u # 0, we know there exists u: # 0, u;lll,u. Define u as 
follows: u, = WI, if Re(Eiui) > 0, and u, = 0 otherwise. By (b), pD(u) 5 
pD(u;). As Re(w*u) 5 Re(u*u), we have p(u)p”(u) s Re(u*u). Therefore 
uIJr,u. As Re(u;*u) > 0, then u # 0. Thus u satisfies (i). 
(i) 3 (d): Let u and u satisfy 0 # IuI 5 IuI and EiuI 2 0. By (i) there 
exists w such that P”(W) = 1, p(u) = Re(w*u), and Re(E,u:) > 0 if t~‘~ # 
0. As (~~1’ 2 Viui 2 0, we have Uiui Re(E,q) = Iuil- Re(iE,u,) 2 
V,u, Re(u?,u,). On the other hand, W, # 0 implies U,ui > 0; therefore 
Re(c*u) 2 Re(w*u). By the Holder inequality II,(U) 2 Re(w*u) 2 Re(m*u) 
= p(u). 
(d) * (0: Assume that 0 5 u 5 u. Then, for any unitary diagonal matrix 
A, IAu 5 IAul and (Au),(Au)~ = uIy 2 0. By (d), p(Au) 5 p(Au). That is, 
the norm n(x) := p(A, > z 1s monotonic in the positive orthant (cf. [2]). By [2, 
Th. *5] ~(1 x 1) := $A] xl) is a norm as well. 
(f) * (c): Given X, y such that xi yi = 0, there exists a unitary diagonal 
matrix A such that A] XI = x and Al y 1 = y. As pa is a norm, we have 
2p(x) = 2pJx) = pJx + y + x - y) 5 P,(r + y) + p,(x - y). As IX + 
yl = IX - y] and Alx + yl = x + y, we have p(r) 5 ~(r + y). 
The implications (i) * (j) d (g) are trivial. Thus we have proved the 
equivalence of all our statements except for (h) and (k). 
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(a) * (h): Let u and u satisfy (1.1). To obtain a contradiction, assume 
that Re(i&u,) < 0 for some s E {l;.., n}. Then define w by wi = ui if i # s, 
and ws = 0. Obviously Re(u*w) > Re(u*u) and, by (a), p(w) 5 p(u). 
Therefore p(w)pD(v) < Re(u*w), which contradicts (1.1). This proves (h). 
(h) a (k) is trivial. 
(k) j (g): Let us fixed u z 0 arbitrarily. Let S = S(u) be the coordinate 
subspace of all z E K” such that z, = 0 if vi = 0. We shall prove that 
for all w E sl there exists z E dp(u) suchthat Re(w*z) 5 0. 
(3-I) 
For, let w E S’ , that is, wiy = 0. For each 6 2 0 define U(E) E K” by 
u(..Y)~ = ui if vi # 0, and Up = - .swi if u, = 0. For each E > 0 let us 
choose a vector Z(E) in dp(u(~)) such that Re[u( E)~z(G)~] 2 0. If wi + 0, 
then u, = 0 and so we have Re[Ziz(&)i] = - Re[u( E)iz(E)i]/& 5 0. There- 
fore 
Re(w*z( &)) 5 0. (34 
The set L := {U(E) : 0 5 E 5 l} is compact. Therefore Q(L) is compact 
as well. So there exists a sequence (F~) such that ~~1 > 0, lim &k = 0, and 
(z( E,)) converges to a vector z. By (1.3) we have z E dp(u) and, by (3.2), 
Re(w*z) 5 0. This proves (3.1). 
The statement (3.1) says that there is no vector w E E such that w I S 
and Re(w*z) > 0 for all z E ap(u). T ranslated into geometric terms, this 
means that there is no real half space H(w, 0) = {x : Re(w*x) 5 O> such that 
H(w, 0) 2 S and H(w,O) n dp(u) = 4. As S is a subspace and (3p(u) is 
compact and convex, this is equivalent to saying that S and dp(u) cannot be 
strongly separated by a real hyperplane of K”. Therefore S n dp(u) f 4, 
and so (g> is proved. n 
Conditions (g)-(k) h ave an obvious geometric flavor (see [8, Remark]). In 
the real case, (g) states that for any u in the boundary of B,, there exists a 
vector u # 0, normal to B,, at U, such that u belongs to the coordinate 
subspace generated by u. Condition (j) adds to this that such a normal vector 
may be chosen in the same orthant as u. 
In the complex case, it seems there is no natural choice for the concept of 
orthant. In the list (a)-(k), the conditions 
Re(Giui) 2 0 or Uiui 2 0 (3.3) 
are good candidates for defining properties of the expression “u and u belong 
to the same orthant”. An interesting fact occurs when we substitute either 
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condition (3.3) for the other one, wherever they appear in (a)-(k): we then 
obtain the concept of monotonic norm. More precisely: 
THEOREM 3.3. For a norm p on @” the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
g; ;(yY;;:y or any u and u such that 1~1 s 1111 and Re(Eiuj) 2 0. 
(h’) For any u and V, vJ(~u implies Uiui 2 0. 
(i’) For any u # 0, there exists u # 0 such that ullPu, and Uiui > 0 $ 
u, # 0. 
(j’> For any u # 0, there exists u f 0 such that ullPu, Uiui 2 0, and 
u, = 0 if ui = 0. 
(k’) For any u # 0, there exists u f 0 such that ullPu and Uiu, 2 0. 
Proof. Trivial are (i’) = (j’) * (k’)=(h’) and (m) * Cd’). The state- 
ment Cm> * (h’) is proved in [B, Lemma 31, and (h’) * (m) appears in [3, 
(3.311. A careful analysis shows that the proof of [3, (3.3)] proves in fact 
(k’) =z. Cm). It is therefore enough to show that Cd’) = Cm) * (i’). 
(d’) - (m): Given a complex number /_L, there is a complex w such that 
Iwl = I PI, Re(+) 2 0, and Re(% ~1) 2 0 (note that w is not real if 
p < 0). Therefore, given u E C=“, there exists w E C” such that lwl = IuI, 
Re(w*u) 2 0, and Re(w*lul) 2 0. We then have p(u) 5 p(w) 5 p(lul) 6 
p(w) s p(u). Therefore p is an absolute norm, and so Cm) follows by [Z]. 
(m) * (i’): For u # 0, let u = Alul, where A is a unitary diagonal matrix. 
By [2, Theorem 81 there exists a nonzero y 2 0 such that yllP]u] and yi = 0 
if ui = 0. If we define u := A y, then equality holds in (l.l), because p is 
absolute. This u satisfies (i’). n 
We wish to thank Dr. Jo60 Queir6 for helpful comments on this note. 
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